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Abstmct - A given linear block code can be r e p r e  
sented by many different trellises. In this paper, we 
will show that if these trellises are scored according to 
the complexity of Implementing the Viterbi decoding 
algorithm on them, there  in a uniquely optimal one, 
viz. the "Wolf-Massey-Muder" trellis. W e  will also 
introduce "minimahpan" generator matricea, which 
permit easy construction of WMM trellisee. 
I. INTRODUCTION. PROBLEM STATEMENT. 
We are interested in softdecision decoding algorithms for 
linear block codes, and of course a trellis for a block code 
can be used to implement aoft-decion Viterbi decoding for 
the code. Howew, a block code can be rep-ted by many 
different trellises. In order to compare different trellises, we 
give a standardized definition b d  enough to include all the 
trellises devised 80 tar: A trellis for an (n,k) binary linear 
code C is a finite directed graph, in which every vertex (ak.a 
state) is assigned a "depth" in the range {O, 1,. . . ,n}, and 
each edge must connect a vertex at depth i to one at depth 
i+ 1, for i = O , l , .  . . ,n- 1. There is only one vertex at depth 
0, called A, and only one at depth n, called B. Each edge is 
labelled either "0" or "1". It is required that there be exactly 
2' directed paths from A to B, and the  label^ on these paths 
correspond, onetoone, with the codewords in C. 
If we view a trellis BS a blueprint for Viterbi decoding of 
the code, it is easy to B B ~  that decoding one received word 
requires 14 floating-point additions, and 14- IVl+ 1 b i i  
comparisons, where E is the set of edges in the trellis, and V 
is the set of vertices. Thus it is natural to SeeL the trellis or 
trellises for C for which IEl and/or IEl - IVI are BS small as 
poasibie. 
11. THE VITERBI DECODING OPTIMALITY OF THE 
There is, of course, one ''Canonical" trellis associated with 
eech linear code, viz. the unique "minimal trellis" discussed 
by Muder 141. In fact, Kot and hung [5] have shown that the 
minimal trellis is isomorphic to both the original code trellis 
introduced by Wolf [l], and to the trellis introduced shortly af- 
terward by Mesaey (21. However, the term " 91" in "min- 
imal trellis" refers to the property of minimizing the number 
of vertices at each depth in the trellis, not the Viterbi decod- 
ing complexity, and 80 we prefer the term "WMM trellis" (for 
Wolf-Massey-Muder) for this important structure. 
We can show that the WMM trellis uniquely "a the 
quantity [El. The problem of minimizing IEl - IVI is more 
diJIicult, but we can show that the WMM trellis minimizes 
[El - IVI among all l imr trellises for the code. (A linear 
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trellis is one for which the state of a codeword C at time i 
is a linear function of of C.) The problem is more diacult 
than that of minimizing IEl or IVI, because for IEl - (VI, the 
minimum in often attained for several different trellisea. 
To compute IEl and JVI for the WMM trellis, we can use 
the fact that the number of vertices at depth a in the WMM 
trellis is 2'-.4-'4, and the number of edgea connecting vertices 
at depth i to vertices at depth i+ 1 is 2k-p4-'4+1, where pi and 
fi are the dimensions of the ith "paat" and "future" subcodes 
of C, am defined in [3] and [4]. In the next section we wili 
outline an efficient procedure for computing the numbers pi 
and fi lor any linear code. With slight elaboration, it a h  
provida the beet way of constructing the WMM trellis. 
111. MINIMALSPAN GENERATOR MATRICES. 
If z = (21,. . . ,z,) is a b i i  n-vector, define its support, 
abbreviated Suppm, .as the smaliest interval [i,j] = {i,i + 
1,. . . , j } ,  which  contain^ ail the nonzero components of z. 
Similarly, the spon of z, denoted spanz, is the number of 
elements in the support of z. If G is a k x n binary matrix, 
its span is defined to be the sum of the spans of ita row. We 
then &&ne a minimal span genemtw mat* (MSGM) for an 
(n, k) binary linear code C to be a generator matrix for C for 
which the span is a minimum. Here are some of the properties 
of MSGM's : 
*A MSGM can be found by a ''greedy" algorithm: If there is 
an elementary row operation that can reduce the span of one 
of the rows of G, this operation should be performed. If no 
such operation exists, the matrix has minimal span. 
aA MSGM is minimal in a very strong sense: If G is a MSGM 
for C, and if G' is any other generator matrix for C, then it is 
possible to reorder the rows of C' 80 that Suppgi Suppg:, 
for i = 1,. . . , k, where (gl, . . . ,gk) are the row of G and 
(g:, ...,g;) aretherowsofG'. 
*A MSGM is what Forney [3] calls "trellis oriented," i.e., the 
dimensions pi and fi of the past and future subcodes can be 
read directly from the matrix. pi is the number of row of 
G for which the rightmost nonzero entry lies in column i or 
earlier, and fi is the number of row of C for which the leftmost 
nonzero entry lies in column a + 1 or greater. 
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